that any modification, not only chemical (of the molecules), but also structural (of the micellke), must manifest itself by a change in the value of the individual field of force of every micella, which, in turn, will make itself perceptible by a change in the integral phenomenon, the surface tension. The study of the action of heat on the surface tension of diluted serum seems to support this assumption, although our ignorance concerning the structure of serum does not always allow an accurate explanation of the observed facts.
The purpose of the present work was to find out whether the properties conferred upon a serum by immunization can be detected by another method than the biological one; namely, by observations of the surface tension of this serum.
The so called miostagmin reaction worked out by Ascoli, 3 and by many others since, deals with a similar problem, but with a fundamental dissimilarity in procedure. Ascoli measured the surface tension of a solution of immune serum, to which an alcoholic solution of its antigen was added, immediately thereafter and at the end of 2 hours of incubation; then he measured the surface tension of a solution of normal serum to which the same alcoholic antigen had been added. The differences observed could, according to the author, be used to determine whether or not a serum contained immune bodies. The reaction has been thoroughly reviewed and investigated recently by Gouwens. 4 It appears from this paper that it cannot be relied upon, at least in the case checked by him, in which B. paratyphosus B was employed as antigen.
II. EXPERIMENTAL.
The technique of the measurement of surface tension has been dealt with extensively in preceding papers. We will therefore confine ourselves to the technique used in the preparation of animals and solutions.
Thirty-one rabbits, four dogs, and eighteen chickens were used. From 15 to 20 cc. of blood were taken before the injection of antigen, and the same amount after 15 days, when immunity had developed. For certain series of experiments, the animals were bled practically every day in order to follow the course of the reaction. Control animals were bled at the same time. The antigens used were sheep cells, dog serum, and egg white. A few rabbits were injected with turpentine and rabbit cells in order to make sure that the phenomenon was really referable to the immunization process, and not merely to the fact that the animal had been injected with foreign material. In general, four injections of antigen of 4, 6, 8, and 10 cc. respectively were made at 3 day intervals.
Preparation of Antigen.-When sheep or rabbit cells were used as antigen, the blood was received in a sodium citrate solution and centrifuged. The cells were then washed three times in isotonic salt solution, centrifuged again, and the normal volume of blood made up with saline.
Preparation of Serum Solutions.-All the vessels used in the experiments were carefully cleaned according to the technique previously described. ' The serum was diluted with a saline solution the surface tension of which at 23 0 C. was 76.2 dynes = 0.2. Solutions were made for the first experiments at 10-1, 10-2, 10 -3, 10-4, 10 -5 , and 10-6. Later on, only 10-' solutions were used, for a reason which will become obvious to the reader.
Measurements of Surface Tension.-Measurements were made with the du Noiiy tensiometer, according to the technique described in former papers,' and the time-drop in 2 hours was observed. All measurements were made at 23°C. 0.5. Control.-The state of immunization of the animals was ascertained whenever the time-drop was measured by tests of the sera for the expected hemolysin and precipitin, which always ran parallel.
The first series of experiments was carried out with solutions of different concentrations, in order to check up the assumption made in the first part of this paper, namely that, should a modification be detected after immunization, it must be maximum at a dilution of 10 -4 . The results of one experiment are shown in Text-figs. 1 to 3. For all sera studied, two curves were drawn, but the results are clearer in Text- fig. 3 , in which only the differences between the initial value of the surface tension and the value after 2 hours have been plotted. For convenience, these differences have been given the sign +. In other words, Text- fig. 3 expresses the values of time-drop, It is plain that, in this case, a marked increase of the time-drop was observed, the difference being almost 100 per cent. The results of another set of experiments on seven rabbits are gathered in Text- fig. 4 , in which the curves express the mean values.
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With chickens, the phenomenon was less striking, the time-drop being smaller. Nos. 1 to 6 showed a mean increase of 4.1 dynes at a dilution of 10-4, instead of the 6.5 dynes shown by the rabbits. The six controls not only manifested no increase, but even a small decrease, (mean value -2.2 dynes). A mere glance at the curves representing Mean curves exthe above experiments makes it plain that, as was foreseen, the maximum drop occurs at the concentration of 1:10,000. Consequently, it was thought unnecessary to resort any longer to the tedious and time-consuming series of measurements at all concentrations and in the later work only one solution was prepared, that of 10 -4
. Fur-thermore, instead of taking only two sets of measurements, one before immunization and the second after an empirically chosen period of time, the progress of the process of immunization was studied with blood specimens taken at frequent intervals. The results are shown in Table I the 8th day, and a maximum on the 13th day, 2 days after the last injection. The subsequent decrease of the immunity was also studied. Text- fig. 6 shows the evolution of the phenomenon until the 24th day. This curve is exactly similar to those obtained by immunity reactions in the test-tube., Another experiment was made with eight normal rabbits and carried on for over 3 weeks in order to obtain an absolute control. No. 9. The question arose as to whether the increase in time-drop was really due to actual immunity or simply to the introduction of a foreign substance in the circulation. In other words, was it a consequence of the reaction following the introduction of foreign substances, irrespective of their nature, or was it referable to specific antibodies developed in the animal as a result of the injection of antigen? In order to answer this question, two rabbits were injected with rabbit cells, and two with turpentine. The time-drops are given in Table II gives the mean curve representing the four sets of measurements. It is manifest that a greater number of experiments would only tend to flatten the curve, which runs parallel to the axis of time. There is no tendency to a change of level or a maximum as in the experiments reported in Table I and Text- fig. 5 , and the controls of the latter, although of higher absolute value, are equally parallel to the axis. These results were checked with four dogs injected with turpentine; two gave a slight increase of the time-drop (Nos. 1 and 2), and two a decrease (Nos. 3 and 4). In this case, likewise, there was no sign of constant increase. Consequently, it is probable that the increase Date.
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June 20 (Table II) . There is no indication of a constant increase in the time-drop, as no antibodies were formed. determine whether the modifications would affect the refractive index. It seemed not unlikely that a change in the serum which acted on the surface tension so importantly, that is to say, the stray fields of the group molecules, would also affect the optical properties.
However, such was not the case, as Table III shows. Our knowledge of the relation between the chemical structure and properties of organic compounds, and the forces existing between their molecules or group molecules, when in solution, is too scant to permit an interpretation of the meaning of the value and changes of the surface tension of a liquid. Furthermore, our knowledge of the chemistry and physicochemistry of antibodies is practically nil. Therefore, the meaning of the experimental observations gathered in this paper remains to be discovered. But one thing may safely be said: in certain immunity states, a decrease in the surface energy of the substances normally adsorbed in function of time in the surface layer is observed.
It may be pointed out that this is probably the first direct measurement by physical means of a change in the serum consecutive to immunization. It is not improbable that the method will yield more accurate data than those furnished by biological tests in following, for example, the progress of the process of immunization. CONCLUSIONS.
An attempt was made to apply to the study of immune sera the fact, pointed out in our previous papers, that at a given dilution the serum shows a maximum drop of surface tension in function of time (time-drop). The results of the experiments here reported would seem to indicate that:
1. The time-drop of a serum solution is greater after the animal has been immunized than before immunization (from 50 to 100 per cent).
2. The time-drop is maximum at a dilution of 1:10,000, as had been predicted from the data previously acquired.
3. The size of the molecules or micelle is probably unchanged after immunization, since the maximum drop is not shifted then.
4. Measurements made during the process of immunization showed that the time-drop increases after the 8th day and second injection, and reaches a maximum toward the 13th day, while the controls undergo no increase.
5. The injection of substances non-productive of antibodies, such as homologous cells or turpentine, does not result in the production of a permanent maximum. This shows that the maximum observed when heterologous cells are used is due to the presence of antibodies, and not to the mere injection of foreign material.
6. The measurement of the refractive index of the sera failed to demonstrate any differences between the sera of the controls and those of the experimental animals.
